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知的財産戦略のご提案 
出願手当の勧め
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「発明や考案が完成したら早期に出願手当」

The Suggestion of the IP Strategy 
--Active Application

Towa International Patent Firm 
Patent Attorney

Kitaru Kato

　More and more clients of ours are asking for advice on patent applications of other 
firms in these one or two years. They often ask us how to understand the relation between 
their own business and the contents of patent applications of others. It is well known that 
you can enforce your patent right against third parties who are exploiting the patented 
invention without title if you apply for and take out patent. While managers and 
intellectual property department staff who are the patent owners themselves can safely 
work the invention as a business, those who are not must be careful. We often call 
attention to the utmost importance of quickly proceeding with patent or utility model 
application on inventions or devices related to your business, not only to the significance 
of being examined and obtaining a patent as such. This so-called defensive application 
prevents others applying later from obtaining patents. Extensive scope of claim described 
in later application of others cannot invade the scope of patent you applied earlier. Hence 
you can safely work the own patent as a business. In addition, even if the patents applied 
later by others are registered, your patent that is disclosed earlier than the applications of 
others will be regarded as publicly known regardless of the effectiveness of others' 
patents, dismissing the fear of your ongoing business being interrupted. To sum up, it is 
most important to apply the inventions and the devices as soon as they are completed. 
You can consider which applications should be proceeded to the request for examination 
later, taking your business strategy into account. This method costs less than when you 
request examination for all of the applied patents and, most of all, confirms the date of 
filing and gives your patent the status of prior application. The date of filing should be as 
early as possible in examination. A number of the notifications of reasons for refusal 
could be avoided if the applications were one week earlier, before the documents cited in 
the notifications were released. We insist, therefore, that completed inventions and 
devices should be applied quickly.
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